
Preliminary Final – Under 11’s Richmond v Brunswick Dragons 

This week our Dragons travelled to Victoria Road Reserve in Hawthorn to take on Richmond 

for a spot in the Grand Final. The team were led out by Lewis Bonney McKenzie and 

Christopher Reade playing their 50th games for the Dragons and by our captain for the day 

David Marchione.   

The first quarter showed just why both sides were last year’s grand finalists. In a tough 

tackling game, both teams showed tremendous courage and ferocity at the contest. 

Richmond was able to kick the first goal of the game, but there was nothing in it. At quarter 

time, the score was Richmond 1.1.7 to Brunswick Dragons 0.1.1. 

The Dragons lifted in the second quarter and used our speed to create a number of attacks 

and shots on goal. From a ball up deep in our forward line, a quick snap saw the ball sail 

through the big sticks for our first goal of the match. The Dragons looked up and about and 

kept the pressure on tackling well and rebounding the ball from defence. Not making the 

most of our scoring opportunities, we went in at the major break trailing by 9 points. The 

score at half time was Richmond 3.2.20 to Brunswick Dragons 1.5.11. 

Going into the third quarter, the Dragons battled well and attacked early on with some long 

kicking into our forward line. Richmond, however, had all the answers and were able to 

rebound at ease and attack time after time. Our defence tried their best, but sheer weight of 

numbers saw them outmanned for most of the quarter. Richmond began to overrun us and 

dominate the contests around the ground to kick away and extend their lead at the final 

change. The three quarter time score was Richmond 8.5.53 to Brunswick Dragons 1.5.11. 

The last quarter was a repeat of the third with Richmond dominating for long periods. We 

won some crucial clearances in the midfield and moved the ball forward quickly, however the 

ball was constantly rebounded and we found ourselves defending in a hurry! Our defence 

was under extreme pressure trying to hold out any further damage from the constant wave of 

attacks, but once again Richmond was able to score far too easily. Even though we were a 

long way behind, it was very pleasing to see some Dragons continue to give their best and 

put in long chases and hard tackles right until the final siren. 

Final Score: Richmond 13.13.91 to Brunswick Dragons 1.5.11. 

Today showed just how important it is to play 4 quarters of good footy. We were right in it up 

until half time with more scoring shots than the opposition. After half time, we were simply 

outclassed by a better team who ran harder and wanted the ball more than us. 

It has been an outstanding season for the Under 11’s. Moving up a division and being able 

to reach a Preliminary Final is a fantastic achievement that we should all be proud of! I have 

no doubt that this team will be back bigger and even better in 2015!! 

 

Well done Dragons! 

David La Greca - Under 11 Coach 


